Help the Home of the Mid-Atlantic Pathwork Shine its Light into the World
October 2019
For more than 45 years, Sevenoaks has been the home of the Mid-Atlantic Pathwork and a sanctuary for many people
seeking transformational shifts in consciousness. In these turbulent times we are more committed than ever to offering
a refuge where individuals are supported and challenged as they open to the emergence of their inner wisdom, love and
courage. We believe this is essential to the well-being and survival of our planet.
As we have facilitated growth and change in thousands of individuals over the years, we are now undergoing our own
organizational evolution. It is an exciting time in the Mid-Atlantic Pathwork as we deepen our experience of the spiritual
dimensions that humanity is called to embrace.

Do you remember when?
— Pathwork opened the door to your inner life?
“Even after years of Pathwork effort and reward, its practical
spiritual wisdom still opens doors for me to an authentic and
richly rewarding inner life. It gives me step-by-step tools to face
my own pain, and to shine light into the darkness that comes
from rejecting who I am in the false pursuit of who I think I
should be.”
— Pathwork Ignited the light of Higher Consciousness in you?
“I came to Pathwork because I was in so much pain, not because I
was looking for spirituality. What a gift to discover that beyond
healing and understanding my life issues, Pathwork opened me
to a spiritual dimension that I didn't even know I was looking for,
and yet has been the deepest healing of all.”

Our Wish List— with your support —
we can meet the following vital needs:

• WEBSITE: Create a dynamic new Pathwork
•
•
•
•

website that reflects the new energy and focus
of the Pathwork teachings.
GENERATORS: to keep guest operations going
during power outages.
INTERNET UPGRADE: faster and more reliable
service.
STAFF BENEFITS: We would like to provide our
dedicated staff with long-term benefits.
ONGOING: Additional funding can help us cover
expenses during the slow winter months, and
continue to upgrade and refresh our facilities.

Today, we ask for your help. As you know, Sevenoaks is a charitable (501c3) spiritual center that relies on donations
from generous spiritual-minded individuals and organizations. Your support as a valued member of our spiritual
community is greatly needed to sustain our facilities and expand our reach. Please help us continue our mission with
your generous gift.
With much love and gratitude,

Kent Peterson
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